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THE MAIN PROBLEM OF THE
USUAL AND CURRENT UNFCCC
APPROACH IN RELATION TO THE
MITIGATION GOALS AND INDC’S
FORMULATION

We have shown that the usual and current UNFCCC approach in
relation to INDCs is equivocal.

In the usual and current approach, most of INDCs are done giving a
reduction target with respect to a base year, to be achieved in a
target year. According to our study this approach could easily lead
to a poor interpretation of the total amount of emission reduction
that each INDC entails.
Effectively, different possible pathways for achieving the same
targets entail different cumulative emissions in the period, that is to
say, they involve different Carbon Budgets spent!

In conclusion, the traditional, but also current, approach used in the
formulation of the INDCs and, in general, in the more usual UNFCCC
formulation of the mitigation goals is not appropriate!
So, we need to change the approach, the paradigm, in which we are doing
these formulations (i.e., base year, percentage of reduction of emissions
in a target year, etc.). See the volume I and II and the factsheet II of
our study!

INDC’S EVALUATION IN THE
CONTEXT OF GLOBAL CARBON
BUDGET AND CLIMATE JUSTICE
APPROACH
In our study (see volume III) we have evaluated the eight countries,
which are within the group of 15 countries that in 2010 headed the
ranking of GHG emissions, and that have presented their INDC
before July 31, 2015.
These eight countries are: China, United States, EU-28, Russia, Canada,
Japan, Korea Rep. and Mexico.

Results of the evaluation of the INDCs.
Some remarks around individual assessments
The eight analyzed INDCs are, with respect to the format, widely diverse.
Indeed at the level of the GHG affected by each INDC.
There is not still an agreement on the base year used by countries in
giving their emission reduction percentage. Clearly, would be good unify
this reference year. We advise that it could be more convenient to take a
relatively recent year (we have adopted 2010 as our reference year, in
order to make comparisons among the different INDCs).
All the countries studied, except United States, adopted 2030 as the target
year. It would be convenient to have a unique target year.
The Republic of Korea and Mexico give their mitigation commitments
based on the BAU scenario. Although this calculation methodology has
been formulated by the convention itself, raises reasonable doubts
regarding the reliability of these predictions. We think it would be
enlightening and unequivocal, at the end, to state them as a percentage of
the emissions in the base year.

Results of the evaluation of the INDCs.
Individual assessments: Japan Case Study!

JAPAN
Emissions estimated according to INDC (2011-2030)
Carbon Budget MCJ-PACB (2011-2030)

Units
24.0 GtCO2eq
16.5 GtCO2eq

% of their Carbon Budget they would use according to INDC (2011-2030)
% Emissions with respect to the World Carbon Budget (2011-2030)

145.1
3.5

%
%

According to INDC, % of reduction at 2030 with respect to 2010 emissions

17.0

%

Carbon Budget MCJ-PACB (2011-2050)
According to INDC, % of their Carbon Budget for 2011-2050 they would use in the period 2011-2030

21.1 GtCO2eq
113.5

%

The assessment of the INDC of Japan shows, like in the other INDCs
analyzed, that the emissions estimated according its INDC (24 GtCO2eq)
exceed by a 45.1% the Carbon Budget allocated to Japan (16.5 GtCO2eq)
according to the distribution of the Global Carbon Budget of our Model
of Climate Justice per capita, MCJ.

INDC’S EVALUATION IN THE
CONTEXT OF GLOBAL CARBON
BUDGET AND CLIMATE JUSTICE
APPROACH: GLOBAL ASSESSMENT

* China emissions are expressed in GtCO2, because the Chinese INDC only refers to CO2 emissions

The INDCs that have been submitted (July 31st, 2015) by the eight
top emitting countries are far from the required mitigation efforts.
In overall, their INDC represents around 158% of their carbon
budget (i.e. it is exceeded by 58%).
What would be the implication of these trends? Although our study
does not cover still all the INDCs presented, currently we have some
interesting studies that allows us to establish a first projection
about the added effect of the INDCs in the global scale. See the last
page of this fact sheet III.

Comparison between emissions
according to INDC and the Carbon
Budgets allocated by our Model of
Climate Justice per capita
According to the RCP2.6
scenario, the global carbon
budget in the period 20112030 amounts to 694
GtCO2eq.
In the upper figure, we show
the distribution of this global
carbon budget according to
our MCJ model.

For the sole purpose of being able to make a comparison between the eight countries
studied, we have extrapolated China’s and United States’ commitments!

Assuming that in the period
2011-2030
the
world
emissions will fit with this
global carbon budget (694
GtCO2eq), in the lower figure
we show the share of the
eight countries surveyed if
they fulfill their INDCs:
 These countries would be
responsible for 79% of
global emissions between
2011 and 2030. This share
merely perpetuates and
consolidates the unfair
historical distribution of
GHG emissions!
 And then the rest of the
world would have only 21%
(lower figure) available
global emissions left. And
not the 50% (upper figure)
that a “fair” criteria of
climate justice per capita
allocates to them!

The major1 reports on the INDCs
analyzed under the focus of the RCPs
trajectories (IPCC-AR5) and the
Global Carbon Budget paradigm
According to the report of UNFCCC the current INDCs would put us
on a trajectory in 2030 leading to approximately 2.7°C at the end of
the century. While from the point of view of UNEP the full
implementation of unconditional INDC results in emission level
estimates in 2030 that are most consistent with scenarios that limit
global average temperature increase to below 3.5 °C until 2100. In
the next figure we have overlapped the main plot of the UNFCCC
report with the RCP6.0 and RCP2.6 scenarios (IPCC-AR5):

The current INDCs would put us far away of the RCP2.6 trajectory,
and of the global carbon budget that this trajectory defines. See also
the figure and our Fact Sheet II.
1

UNFCCC Synthesis report on the aggregate effect of INDCs. http://unfccc.int/focus/indc_portal/items/9240.php
UNEP Emissions Gap Report 2015. http://uneplive.unep.org/theme/index/13#indcs

